
Team Name: Calm B4 the Storm 
 
Attendance:  
Tony 
Neil 
Ellie 
Taylor 
Michael  
 
Meeting Information 
Friday, January 19th, 2018 
Van Opie Library Study Room 114, 5PM - 6PM 
In-Person 
 
Action Items 
Michael - Set up “when is good” to determine later meeting times/dates 
Dan - Begin set up of team website 
Tony - Email both professors about concerns about first due date 
Taylor - Email scientist to introduce ourselves and confirm meeting time 
Tony - Create team charter with info from discussion 
 
Discussion Topics 
Discuss upcoming due dates 

- Team Charter 
- Website Design 

Team Charter 
- Team name??? 
- Project goals 

- Succeed in the project 
- Meet client requirements 

- Team distribution of experience 
- App design 
- Client communication 
- Writing 
- File management 

Personal commitments 
Team Governance 

- Majority Rule 
Expectations 

- Actively participate in weekly meetings (discord, video, in-person) 
- In person for long meetings 
- Discord for shorter updates 

- Google Calendar for deciding meetings 
- Bring stuff you need to discuss to meeting 



- Use discord for most communication 
- Use @username for urgent messages 

- Scrum Style meeting 
- Give idea of what you are currently working on 
- Voice concerns with your portion of project or team 
- No user stories. 

Grounds for Dismissal 
- Three strikes leads to dismissal 
- Strikes + Team Request for Dismissal 

- 10+ minutes late to two meetings 
- Miss a meeting without contacting leaders 
- Miss two classes 
- One instance of missing deadlines 

Team Website Assignment 
- Dan and Michael is in charge of updating the website 
- Taylor will send out meeting minutes to everyone 

- Minutes to go on Discord 
- Have a directory 

- Meeting Minutes 
- Scientist Minutes 
- Design Documents 

 
Contact Info: 
 Tony Fantene - arfanten@mtu.edu | 586-255-3451 
 Michael Spoehr - mdspoehr@mtu.edu | 616-309-4097 
 Dan Wagner - dkwager@mtu.edu | 906-370-3397 
 Ellie Bruckner - ekbruchkner@mtu.edu | 847-361-5118 
 Neil Culber - njculber@mtu.edu | 734-748-7983 
 Taylor King - taking@mtu.edu | 920-660-8497 
 Nate - ? 


